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blanks in the following passage. For each blank there are four choices

marked A, B, C and D on the right side of the paper. You should

choose the ONE that best fits into the Passage.. Then mark the

corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 2 with a single line through the

centre. During McDonalds early years French fries were made from

scratch everyday. Russet Burbank potatoes were 67 cut into

shoestrings, and fried in its kitchens. 68 the chain expanded

nationwide, in the rnid-1960s, it sought to 69 labor costs, reduce the

number of suppliers, and 70 that its fries tasted the same at every

restaurant. McDonalds began 71 to frozen French fries in 1966 --

and few customers noticed the difference. 72, the Therefore change

had a profound effect on the nations agriculture and diet. A familiar

food had been 73 into a highly processed industrial 74 . McDonalds

fries now come from huge manufacturing plants that can process two

million pounds of potatoes a day. The expansion 75 McDonalds and

the popularity of its low-cost, mass-produced fries changed the 76

Americans eat. The taste of McDonalds French fries played a 77 role

in the chains success -- fries are much more "78 than hamburgers --

and was 79 praised by customers, competitors, and even food critics.

Their 80 taste does not stem from the kind of potatoes that

McDonalds 81 , the technology that processes them, or the

restaurant 82 that fries them: other chains use Russet Burbank, buy



their French fries from the 83 large processing companies, and have

similar 84 in their restaurant kitchens. The taste of a French fry is 85

determined by the cooking oil. For decades McDonalds cooked its

French fries in a mixture of about 7 percent cotton seed oil and 93

percent beef fat. The mixture gave the fries their unique 86 . 67. A

．scaled B stripped C．peeled D．sliced 68. A．As B．Unless C

．While D．So 69. A．sink B．depress C．lack D．cut 70. A

．assure B．ensure C．require D．enable 71. A．switching B

．diverting C．modifying本文来源:百考试题网 D．altering 72.

A．Furthermore B ． C．Besides D．Nevertheless 73. A

．transmitted B．transferred C．transformed D．transplanted 74.

A．brand B．stuff C commodity D．product 75. A．into B

．from C in D．of 76. A．way B．means C．habit D．method

77. A．subordinate B cumulative C．crucial D．satisfactory 78. A

forceful B．profitable C．favorite D．tremendous 79. A．long B

．only C first D lonely 80. A．distinctive B distinct C

．distinguished D．distinguishable 81. A．possesses B．buys C

．acquires D．grows 82. A．facility B．instrument C．utility D

．equipment 83. A exact B identical C．same D．alike 84. A woks

B pots C．boilers D．fryers 85. A．adequately B．massively C

．plentifully D．largely来源：www.examda.com 86. A．flavor B

．fragrance C．smell D．perfume 点击进入论坛查看答案gt.
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